If Animals Could Talk, What Would They Say?

If animals could talk this is what I think they would say. There would be a wise elephant
who walked through the roads and solve problems.
Once he found two lions fighting for a piece of gazelle. He told them to share. They
growled at him and snapped back atrociously because they thought gazelle was too small to
share. The elephant told them if they share a herd of gazelles would come and they wouldn’t
have to share. Sure enough, a herd of 500,000 came and they didn’t have to share a bite!
After that, Elephant wanted to have a dust bath. At the dirty dust tub, Elephant found two
angry rhinos fighting to get cooled off with dust. “Share!” said Elephant. One of the rhinos told
him, “If I share there will be none left for me”. “If you share”, said Elephant, “there will be a
herd of frightened elephants running your direction and when they’re gone, you’ll be covered in
dust”. Sure enough, there was a huge herd of elephants.
By then Elephant wanted to go home. On his way home, he saw two monkeys fighting
over the last banana on the tree. “You silly monkeys!” said Elephant. “If you share your worst
enemy the cunning cobra will bring you all the bananas in the jungle!” Once again, Elephant
was right!
Elephant finally made it home and it was late at night. He had just fallen asleep when he
heard to bats fighting over a sleeping spot. “If you share the sleeping spot for one hour it will
grow 3 feet long!” said Elephant. That is what happened!
While Elephant slept, all of the animals planned a party for him out of appreciation for
everything he had done for them. The next day, Elephant woke up in surprise! All of the
animals were sharing with Elephant! Elephant got some gazelles from the lions, some dust from
the rhinos, some bananas from the monkeys and a cozy sleeping sport from the bats.
This is just a little example of what I think animals would say if they were able to talk.

